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Purpose of this document
This datasheet describes the following aspects of the SimSAFE™ package:
•

configuration

•

functionality

•

performance

•

deliverables

This datasheet also provides technical data and configuration information, including ordering codes. However,
Spirent recommends you speak to your Spirent sales representative before ordering.

Important: Intended Use Statement
SimSAFE is intended to be used in a laboratory to conduct simulations of GPS spoofing in a non-radiating
environment.

.
PLEASE NOTE:
SimSAFE is specifically NOT intended to be used for conducting Over The Air Spoofing
As an example, SimSAFE can be used in a laboratory to evaluate the effects of spoofing on a receiver or device
under development. However, SimSAFE is not designed to be used to generate spoofing signals outside the
laboratory environment with the aim of disrupting GPS signal reception.
Spirent warrants only the operation of SimSAFE in the intended use as described in this document. Spirent cannot
accept liability for any other use of the SimSAFE including, but not limited to, use of SimSAFE as an Over The Air
Spoofer.

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PLC. EXCEPT AS
SPECIFICALLY AUTHORISED IN WRITING BY SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PLC, THE HOLDER OF THIS DOCUMENT SHALL KEEP ALL
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN CONFIDENTIAL AND SHALL PROTECT SAME IN WHOLE OR IN PART FROM DISCLOSURE AND
DISSEMINATION TO ALL THIRD PARTIES TO THE SAME DEGREE IT PROTECTS ITS OWN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

© COPYRIGHT SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS PLC 2017 - 2017
The ownership of all other registered trademarks used in this document is duly acknowledged.
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Introduction
The SimSAFE™ test tool is a software application that interfaces with SimGEN and with GNSS Receivers to
facilitate laboratory evaluation of receiver’s vulnerability and development of authentication strategies. By allowing
user defined modification of key parameters such as power, pseudo-range and navigation message content of one
(“hoax”) signal with respect to a reference (“genuine”) signal, SimSAFE™ allows the user to emulate a spoofing
attack whilst simultaneously monitoring the receiver under attack. SimSAFE™ supports two test architectures.
1.

2.

SimSAFETM Simulated- Both the legitimate authentic GNSS signals and the fake signals

are simulated

SimSAFETM Live Sky - Ambient Signal in Space (SIS) GNSS signals received via an antenna are

used to provide the authentic GNSS signals. In both cases the “legitimate” and “false” GNSS signals are
combined in the test bed and presented to the receiver under test via co-axial cable. SimSAFE™
eliminates the requirement to broadcast “false” signals for the purpose of test

Features and Benefits
Why you might need SimSAFETM
SimSAFETM allows you to assess the impact of a spoofing attack (the introduction of fake or replica GNSS signals)
on your GNSS receiver. It allows you to simulate a range of different attack vectors, ranging from simple attacks
that might be carried out by unstructured hackers with basic equipment, to sophisticated attacks utilising ramped
power levels, using interference to force the receiver into re-acquisition mode before spoofing and even altering the
navigation data in the broadcast messages.
SimSAFETM can also allow high levels of receiver monitoring to help understand the response of the receiver when
it is exposed to both the authentic and faked signals.
Principal applications of SimSAFE™ include:
1. Evaluating the impact of GNSS spoofing attacks on user systems or GNSS Receivers.
SimSAFE™ is capable of simulating a wide range of possible spoofing attack vectors and is
an essential tool for anyone involved in conducting a risk assessment of GNSS system
vulnerabilities.
2. Development of mitigation techniques or signal authentication strategies. This work can be
conducted using any GNSS receiver of the user’s choice however a range of receiver
monitoring tools supplied with SimSAFE™ are enabled if the receiver supports Septentrio
Binary File (SBF). A suitable Septentrio receiver is supplied in the standard configurations for
this purpose.
SimSAFETM has been developed with a world-leading set of features that give you an unprecedented level of
control of the spoofing simulation: -

Supports GPS L1, L2, L5 and Galileo E1, GLONASS L1
SimSAFE™ supports GPS, Galileo and GLONASS operation at L1, plus GPS at L2 & L5.

Generation of pseudorange ramps on LOS and multipath signals at simulation time
Pseudorange ramps are used to move the target GNSS receiver position once the receiver’s
correlators have locked on to the fake signal. A spoofing attack is carried out with the objective
of making the target receiver report its position (or time) incorrectly – once the receiver has
locked on to the false signals, Pseudorange ramps change the satellite ranging information
gradually such that the target receiver appears to drift to a new position. This feature gives the
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user a great deal of control over the ranging information and allows experiments to be
conducted with ranges from satellites at different elevations in the navigation solution.

Generation of power level ramps on LOS and multipath signals at simulation time
This allows the power level of the fake signal to be adjusted over time once the simulation
starts- the power level might be below the real signal at the start of the simulation but could be
slowly ramped up over time to find out at what power level the target receiver becomes
vulnerable to fake signals – it may also be of interest to determine when the receiver might stop
tracking the fake signal as its power falls off. This feature provides full control over the power
levels and allows power levels to be controlled over the duration of the simulation.

Control of code, carrier and power level offsets at simulation time
SimSAFE™ allows offsets to be set for code carrier and power levels at simulation time. Code
and Carrier offsets would be of use in the event that a signal replay attack is being simulated
whereas power level offsets allows for calibration of power levels – this can be very important
in any simulation of spoofing and so this feature is a must in any GNSS spoofing simulator.

Generation of sinusoidal multipath signals
The Sinusoidal signal is a feature to enable a “Smart” type jammer simulation to be set up. The
sinusoidal waveform could be used to attack several receivers at the same time – it is a
possible attack vector and having the capability of experimenting with this type of waveform in a
simulation is an advanced feature.

Visualization of receiver and simulator measurements
Receiver measurements can either be viewed using a Septentrio Receiver which allows extended
viewing functionality due to SimSAFE’s support for its proprietary interface – or a standard GNSS
Receiver with NMEA format output, which allows a more limited viewing functionality. Simulator
measurements can also be viewed within SimSAFE™ or through SimGEN. The ability to view receiver
measurements is vital when it comes to gaining an understanding of the effects that the faked GNSS
signals are having on the target receiver, together with the ability to visualise all of the simulator
settings in real time. Being able to do both of these things provides the user with a high level of
Situational Awareness throughout each simulation.
It is important to have the capability of viewing the effect of a fake signal on the target receiver – this
helps developers to get an idea of the most effective detection mechanisms within the receiver. The
C/N0 and PR rate variation values are two of the most interesting parameters to monitor within a
GNSS Receiver – SimSAFE™ allows real time monitoring of important receiver and simulation
parameters at all stages of the simulation.

Comparison of simulator and receiver measurements
SimSAFE™ has features that support a seamless real-time viewing experience – this allows
simulator and receiver measurements to be compared and a wide range of experimental data
captured.

Generation of multipath signals at simulation time
SimSAFE™ names the fake signals that it generates as “Echoes”. This makes it very easy to
differentiate between real and faked signals when the simulation is being set up and at all times
during the simulation mode. Where SimSAFE™ is used with a single Spirent GNSS Simulator;
SimSAFE™ uses the multi-path channels of the simulator as the transmission channel for the
faked signals.
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Logging of receiver measurements and simulator measurements
Sometimes the real time monitoring of the simulation is not as important as the ability to capture
data from the simulation for a detailed analysis afterwards. SimSAFE™ has been designed so
that visualisation in real time and data-logging for analysis afterwards, are both supported.

Logging of SimREMOTE commands
SimREMOTE is Spirent’s real-time external remote control and motion data interface for
Spirent’s range of GNSS simulators. SimSAFE™ allows all SimREMOTE commands to be
logged in .ucd format.

Simulation of a jamming interference – requires compatible interference generator
One of the easiest ways to spoof a target receiver is to broadcast fake signals at a significantly
higher power level than from authentic GNSS satellites, when the target receiver is in
acquisition mode- this makes it much more probable that the target receiver will lock onto the
spoof signals. One way to force a GNSS receiver into acquisition mode is to jam it first, with
enough power to stop it from tracking authentic GNSS satellites. SimSAFE™ will allow
operation with an external signal generator so that the “Jam then Spoof” attack vector can be
simulated and controlled from the SimSAFE interface. Currently SimSAFE™ is compatible with
the Spirent GSS7765 interference generator.

Modification of the antenna position at simulation time
An antenna offset can be applied to the simulated position of the antenna at simulation time.
This can be a very useful feature in static scenarios when it is desired to change the antenna
location. It is possible to move the simulated position of the antenna by 500m in the x, y and z
axes.

Time Synchronisation in Live Sky Mode through NTP or GPS PPS
Combining Live Sky GNSS signals with simulated GNSS signals in a spoofing simulation can
be problematic due to issues synchronising time between the live sky signals and the simulated
signals. Fortunately, SimSAFE™ does all of the work here. Two synchronisation techniques
can be used depending on your particular needs. In situations where there is a readily available
internet connection available, the NTP version allows synchronisation through precise network
time – where the internet connection is not readily available (this can often be the case in a
secure laboratory for instance), SimSAFE™ is able to use the 1PPS output of a GPS Receiver
to provide the level of synchronisation required.

Trajectory Control in Simulated Configuration
SimSAFE™ supports the creation of dynamic (non-static) spoofing attack scenarios – this
means that the ranges of the faked signals are matched to a trajectory that is set-up by the user
at the beginning of the scenario, or adjusted by the user during the scenario. This means that
spoofing scenarios involving a vehicle can be set up and evaluated. The trajectory function
allows maximum range offset values of 3000m to be set.

Support for the following GNSS Receivers:
•
•
•
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Septentrio PolaRx4 PRO
Septentrio PolaRx5
Generic NMEA receiver

Satellite Cloning – can be used to carry out Nav data attacks in Simulated mode
This is a tool that allows the user to modify a signal source file. A cloned satellite has the same
PRN, orbit and navigation messages of another satellite but with a different ID. This means that
the user has the capability of setting up and configuring a clone satellite and then controlling the
code and carrier offsets of the clone or even amending the navigation message being sent by
the clone – this means that where SimSAFE™ is being run on a single simulator a navigation
data spoofing attack can be simulated.User action scheduler
SimSAFE™ provides a new dialog that enables the scheduling of signal modification
commands, multipath creation commands and power switch commands. Execution of spoofing
attacks can be defined before the simulation start and repeated several times using same
configuration.

Timing spoofing attack
SimSAFE™ provides an easy way to simulate time spoofing attacks. The user action scheduler
allows definition of spoofing attacks with definition of af0 (clock bias), af1 (clock drift) and af2
(clock drift rate) parameters. SimSAFE modifies the spoofing signals ranges according with the
parameters.

Simulation import/export
The UCD file can be generated while the SimSAFE scenario is running (e.g. by logging the
signal modification commands applied at run-time) or in pre-processing by exporting (with
configurable update rate) the commands created in the Command Scheduler window.
If the UCD file is created while the simulation is running, SimSAFE has the information of the
visible satellites, as consequence it will create only UCD commands for those satellites that are
in view (this is particularly recommended for trajectory spoofing scenarios).

Received signals window
The received signals window has been designed in order to provide a clear visualization of
simulator and receiver under test data. The window is composed by a table where each row
corresponds to a single signal. It is possible to select one or more rows and drag and drop them
to the scheduler to define which signals shall be modified.

Automatic start/stop logging
The user can decide, if the logging should start and stop automatically with the simulation
execution.

Improved selection of satellites to be simulated
The selection of satellites to be simulated can be defined using three mechanisms:
Visible SVs at scenario start time: if this option is selected only the satellites visible at the
beginning of the simulation are enabled while the satellites that become visible during the
simulation are banned (they will not appear during the simulation).
All SVs: if this option is selected, the satellites that become visible during the simulation are not
banned (selection is handled by SimGEN).
Manual: if this options is selected, the user can manually choose which satellites are simulated.
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Support for configuration using only reference receiver
SimSAFE™ supports a new configuration option (available in Dual Box and Live configuration)
using a single SBF capable receiver used as reference. This configuration allows for execution
of simulation where the reference receiver is used to provide functions of navigation messages
replica, logging and visualization (in the GID module) of reference measurements.

Multipath creation aiding
In the multipath on/off tab of the user action scheduler, SimSAFE v3.00 provides a graphic
control to calculate the best set of signals to be used as echoes. The calculation of the best set
can be done choosing the satellites that optimize one of the following parameters: GDOP,
PDOP, HDOP, VDOP, and TDOP. In addition, the calculation of the best set can be even done
choosing the satellites that have the minimum ranges.

Trajectory control in SIMULATED Configuration
SimSAFE™ introduces different types of simulated spoofing trajectory attacks: Hard, Medium
and Easy. The difficulty concept refers to the complexity of the attack in a real scenario. With
Hard spoofing difficulty it is assumed that the position and trajectory of the spoofing signal
transmitter is the same of the receiver under attack or that the spoofer it’s able to perfectly
compensate for it’s relative dynamics (with respect to the victim). With Medium spoofing difficulty
it is assumed that the spoofer and the receiver under attack are not in the same position, but the
spoofer estimates the position of the receiver under attack (but generating some errors in the
estimation). The SimSAFE engine takes into account of the estimation errors made by the
spoofer. With Easy spoofing difficulty it is assumed that the spoofer and the receiver under
attack are not in the same position, and that the spoofer does not estimate at all the position of
the receiver under attack, thus no compensation for relative dynamics.

Trajectory Control in Live Sky configuration
SimSAFE™ provides trajectory control in Live configuration. In this case, the deceptive signals are
embodied by the LOS signals generated by the GNSS RF simulator, while the real signals are
directly received from the real satellites using an antenna. With this configuration, only the Hard
spoofing difficulty can be chosen, and the truth trajectory shall always be static.

Enhanced Integrated Position Plot
In SimSAFE™ the positions calculated by the receiver under attack, the truth trajectory, the
deceptive trajectory and the spoofer trajectory are plotted in a dedicated window.

Spoofing Attack Generation
SimSAFE™ is capable of simulating a wide range of realistic spoofing attack types:

Multi/Single channel (loosely synchronized) with smooth deception signal
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•

The attacker creates one or more deception signals starting with an initial offset between
500 to 600 metres and an attenuation of 10 dB.

•

A pseudorange ramp decreases the code delay (you must take into account the bandwidth
of the receiver PLL when you determine the pseudorange ramp speed). When the code
delay is close to zero, increase the strength of the deception signal to force the receiver
correlator to lock on to the new, false, signal.

Multi/Single channel (loosely synchronized) with fixed Doppler offset
•

This attack is the same as before, but the deception signal does not change its Doppler.
The code/carrier delay (with respect to the Line of Sight) changes in steps of 5 to 10
metres, or uses a pseudorange ramp.

Multi/Single channel (tightly synchronized)
•

The deception signal is generated with an initial code delay (with respect to the Line of
Sight) of few metres. The strength of the deception signal slowly increases, starting with an
initial attenuation of 5 to 10 dB. The deception signal then slowly moves away from the Line
of Sight, causing a position shift and avoiding the loss of lock.

Sinusoidal deception signal
•

The deception signal attempts to attack more than one receiver in a given area by changing
the code and signal strength with a sinusoidal pattern.

Jam then spoof
•

To avoid detection of an attacking signal based on signal strength or tracking function and
then forcing the receiver to shift to acquisition state, you can perform a jamming attack
before the spoofing attack (for example, signal record and replay, signal simulation and
loosely synchronized spoofing) resulting in loss of code lock.

Navigation data modification
•

The deception signal degrades the position calculated by the receiver by changing the
content of the navigation messages used in the position calculation.

Data replay attack (Meaconing)
•

The deception signal is generated by replaying data from space, in order to cheat any
detection based on space data authenticity verification.
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SimSAFE Overview
What SimSAFE does
How it works
The SimSAFE™ test tool is a software application that interfaces with SimGEN and with GNSS Receivers to
facilitate laboratory evaluation of a GNSS receivers vulnerability to deliberately fake GNSS signals and develop
effective detection and mitigation strategies.
By allowing user defined modification of key parameters such as power, pseudo-range and navigation message
content of one (“hoax”) signal with respect to a reference (“genuine”) signal, SimSAFE™ allows the user to emulate
a GNSS spoofing attack whilst simultaneously monitoring the receiver under attack.
SimSAFE™ supportstwo test architectures:
•

SimSAFE™ Live

•

SimSAFE™ Simulated

Figure 1 - Typical SimSAFE™ main display window
SimSAFE™ runs on its own controller separate from the controller running SimGEN. SimSAFE™ controls the
simulator via remote commands to SimGEN. This allows the software to select and edit scenarios and to pass to
SimGEN all the various parameters required to emulate a spoofing attack.
Whilst the spoofer signals are always simulated, the authentic signal (for the purposes of the test) can be provided
by either live sky (SimSAFE™ Live) or by a simulator (SimSAFE™ Simulated)
Note that if ambient GNSS signals are used as the authentic signal then a Septentrio monitor receiver is required.
However if the simulator provides both authentic and spoof GNSS signals no monitor receiver is needed.
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SimSAFE™ also provides monitoring features to allow the performance of the device under test to be monitored
and to evaluate the effectiveness of possible mitigation strategies. A monitoring capability is provided for generic
receivers supporting NMEA message types.

SimSAFETM Configurations
SimSAFE v3.01 supports two configurations:
•

SimSAFE Simulated

•

SimSAFE Live

Each configuration differs from the other for the type of GNSS Signal Simulator used and resulting system
capabilities to perform spoofing simulations.
Each configuration has options to use or not GNSS receivers:
•

Two receivers: if two receivers are used (only available in SimSAFE Live), one of them (the reference
receiver) is used to provide reference measurements to be compared to the measurements of the second
receiver (the receiver under test). This configuration option is available in SimSAFE Live and in SimSAFE
Dual Box.

•

One receiver (under attack). The receiver is the receiver under test (it could be a Septentrio receiver
supporting SBF protocol or a receiver supporting the NMEA protocol).

•

One receiver (reference). The receiver is the reference receiver (it could shall be a Septentrio receiver
supporting SBF protocol or a receiver supporting the NMEA protocol). This configuration option is available
in SimSAFE Live and in SimSAFE Dual Box.

•

One receiver. The receiver is the receiver under test (it could be a Septentrio receiver supporting SBF
protocol or a receiver supporting the NMEA protocol).

•

No receivers. The SimSAFE does not interface with the receiver-under-test. It is assumed that the
monitoring of the receiver measurement is performed with a third party software.

The reference receiver must be a Septentrio receiver supporting SBF (Septentrio Binary File). The receiver under
test can be a SBF receiver or a generic GNSS receiver supporting the NMEA protocol. In the second option, the
SimSAFE monitoring capabilities are limited by the information exchangeable through the standard NMEA 0183
protocol.

SimSAFETM Simulated
This configuration uses a single GNSS Signal Simulator to generate both the signals embodying the space signal
and the spoofing signals. This configuration does not require space signals, and has the advantage of allowing the
test of attacks in a “more controlled” environment. For example, it is possible to have control of the phase of the
interfering signal with respect to the real signal (by defying the carrier/code offset with millimetre precision). The
Simulated signal configuration can also be used to test dynamic scenario (without the need of a second simulator).
The space signals are simulated in GNSS Signal Simulator using the Line of sight signals (LOS) and the spoofing
signals using the multipath capability.
The following list defines the required hardware entities and the optional components:
•

SimSAFE software

•

SimGEN software

•

1x GSS6700/GSS7000/GSS9000
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•

1x Receiver under Test

Figure 2 - SimSAFE Simulated configuration
This SimSAFE Simulated configuration can be used without a SBF capable receiver. In this case, SimSAFE allows
the control of the signals without showing any receiver information and measurement; it shall be highlighted that
using this configuration the delays between the spoofing and the space signal is known.

SimSAFETM Live Sky
This configuration is intended for the simulation of spoofing scenarios using the real signal. When operating under
this configuration, SimSAFE schedules the simulation execution in order to be synchronized with the GNSS time;
this enables the possibility to have the simulated signals initially synchronized with the space signals.
Two options for time synchronizations are available:
•

NTP: This configuration requires the use of Network Time Protocol (NTP) client for the time
synchronization of the SimSAFE hosting machine with the UTC time. It allows time synchronization without
requiring additional equipment but it requires a NTP server or internet access.

•

SW1PPS: Uses a u-blox evaluation kit to synchronize the simulation start. This option provides better
accuracy and it does not require internet connectivity.

The following list defines the required hardware entities and the optional components:
SimSAFE software
SimGEN software
1x Spirent GSS6700/GSS7000/GSS9000
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1x Auxiliary Output port cable (only required for GSS6700)
1x u-blox EVK-6 (only required for SW1PPS option)
1x GNSS reference receiver with 1PPS and 10MHz output (or Septentrio PolaRx receiver)
1x Receiver under Test

Figure 3 - SimSAFE Live configuration
By including a second PolaRx receiver (optional reference receiver) in the configuration, SimSAFE can compare
the measurements of the receiver under test with the ones of the reference receiver. Additionally, it can provide the
following functionalities (in this case there does not need to be a receiver under attack connected):
•

Replicate the content of the navigation messages being broadcasted in the real signal on the signal
simulated by the simulator.

•

Real signal observables logging

•

Providing a time and frequency reference to the GNSS RF simulator

If the reference is not present in the configuration, a receiver must still be used to provide the 10MHz and 1PPS
input to the GNSS Signal Simulator.
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Configuration Applicability
Table 1 shows the differences in functionality that the two available configurations of SimSAFETM offer. The choice
of configuration is really dependent on the type of testing it is desired to conduct – SimSAFETM simulated offers a
comprehensive simulation only capability – it is possible to perfectly align the signal synchronisation and set-up the
“authentic” constellation to any desired situation. On the other hand SimSAFETM Live Sky whilst not offering any
control over the authentic signals, can be used to demonstrate more precisely the practical difficulties involved in a
spoofing attack.
Table 1 - Comparison of available SimSAFE™ configurations
SimSAFE
LIVE
Main purpose

Test with space signal

Use of space signal

Static scenarios.
Yes

Signal
synchronization
Accuracy

Few nanoseconds, depending on
receiver 1PPS accuracy, Spirent
calibration and accuracy of the used
ephemerides data.

Control of
navigation
messages content

Can match at the bit level the content
of the broadcasted data in the
simulated signal.
Can be used to modify the content of
some data fields.
Yes

Support for static
scenarios
simulation
Support for dynamic
scenarios
simulation
Number of spoofed
signals for every
PRN
Feedback line with
the receiver under
attack (for
synchronization)

SimSAFE
SIMULATED
Study of deception signal in a fully
simulated environment.
Dynamic scenarios.
No. Space signal is simulated; the
deception signals are simulated generating
multipath signals.
The signal can be perfectly aligned (0nS),
having control of the carrier phase and of
the code delay.
Synchronization with GNSS system time is
not needed.
Can be used to modify the content of some
data fields (by using the satellite cloning
tool)
Yes

No

Yes

1

4

Yes, when the receiver supports SBF
via TCP/IP.

Yes, when the receiver supports SBF via
TCP/IP.
When a SDR or NMEA receiver is used
and the signal delays are known, the
feedback line is not needed for
synchronization of the deception signals.

Time synchronization in live Configuration
SimSAFE supports two methods for time synchronizations in the Live configuration:
•
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NTP: This configuration requires the use of Network Time Protocol (NTP) client for the time
synchronization of the SimSAFE hosting machine with the UTC time. It allows time synchronization
without requiring additional equipment but it requires a NTP server or internet access.

•

SW1PPS: Uses a u-blox evaluation kit to synchronize time at the simulation start. This option provides
better accuracy and it does not require internet connectivity. The following additional items are
required:
•

u-blox EVK-6 (or u-blox EVK-6T for testing with GALILEO/GLONASS)

•

USB cable (Type B male to Type A male, included in the u-blox evaluation kit) to power the
evaluation kit

•

Serial RS232 cable and serial RS232 to USB converter to obtain the 1PPS information in
SimSAFE

•

SMA RF 3-way splitter and SMA cable: to split the Live Sky signal and connect it to the RF input of
the u-blox receiver

Table 2 - Specified time offset in the Live configuration depending on the method used
Method
NTP Server

Value
200ms Max

u-blox through serial
RS232
u-blox through serial
RS232 using USB 1.1
adapter
u-blox through serial
RS232 using USB 2.0
adapter

0.25μs Max

Notes
A NTP client will provide a list of NTP
servers available. Ensure that the time
offset of the NTP server in use is less than
the value specified.

1ms Max
100μs Max

Trajectory control in Simulated Configuration
SimSAFE™ now supports the simulation of a dynamic scenario where the ranges of the echo/multipath signals are
coherent with a user defined trajectory. This functionality is available only in the (Simulated) Single GNSS simulator
configuration. By knowing the real, the spoofing trajectory and the satellite positions, SimSAFE is able to calculate
(at simulation time) the pseudorange offset to be applied to the spoofing/echo signals enabled by the user. The
ranges of the multipath signals, as generated in SimGEN, are coherent with the real vehicle trajectory; SimSAFE
calculates the difference between these pseudorange and the ones calculated for the spoofed trajectory. The
difference is applied as an offset to the code and carrier delay of the multipath signal (selected by the user). As
result the simulated LOS signal are coherent with the trajectory defined in SimGEN and the multipath are coherent
with the trajectory defined in SimSAFE (it is supposed that the transmission position of the spoofer coincides with
that of the vehicle).
SimSAFE™ Live operates with different hardware setups, or operating modes, which have different functions and
capabilities for deception signals testing.
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This table describes the SimSAFE Live hardware (or operating mode) and typical uses:
Table 3 - SimSAFE™ Live operating mode and typical uses
SimSAFE™ Live
hardware

Use

Simulator
+
Reference receiver
(SBF)
+
Receiver under test
(SBF)

Both receivers receive live satellite signals.

Simulator
+
Receiver under test
(SBF)
+
generic receiver

Does not use a reference receiver - use an optional generic GNSS
receiver to provide 1PPS and 10MHz input to the simulator.

Simulator
+
Receiver under test
(SDR or generic NMEA)

Use when the receiver under test is a software-defined receiver, or
does not support communication with SimSAFE or only supports
NMEA.
Does not allow you to get synchronization information (Doppler,
pseudoranges, clock offset) from the receiver under test.

SimSAFE Live compares data from the reference receiver with the
receiver under test and replicates the content of the broadcast
navigation data messages.
All system capabilities, except dynamic scenarios, are available

Use when you do not need to replicate navigation messages

Note: a source of 1PPS and 10MHz must be provided in order to align
simulator with Live Sky.

Monitoring receiver performance and evaluating mitigation strategies
Users may choose to use SimSAFE™ to monitor device under test (DUT) performance or may choose to use their
own receiver monitoring and logging tools.
Note that SimSAFE™ does not need to monitor the receiver in order to run and so signal generation and DUT
monitoring can be conducted independently.
There are two types of receiver monitoring provided by SimSAFE™:
1. GNSS Interference Detector (GID)
2. NMEA monitor
Alternatively, the receiver can be monitored by the user’s own tools as SimSAFE™ does not require anything from
the receiver in order to generate the spoofing scenarios.
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GNSS Interference Detector (GID)
An extensive range of monitoring tools is available for receivers supporting SBF (Septentrio Binary Files). A
suitable receiver is supplied with SimSAFE™ for this purpose.
Error! Reference source not found. below summarises the key features of the GID.
Table 4 - GID features
Detection method
Detection using
Receiver Output data
Detection comparing
data with a trusted
receiver

Available feature
Pseudorange step detection
C/N0 step detection
RAIM
Loss of lock on channel
Navigation data monitoring
PVT Solution

Figure 4 - Example receiver monitor screen
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Figure 5 - GNSS Interference Detection (GID) window

NMEA monitor
A simple and convenient monitoring tool is supplied for receivers with NMEA 0183 protocol.

Figure 6 - NMEA viewer screens
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Performance Specifications
General Overview
The SimSAFE™ software is developed and implemented for the Microsoft .NET framework
(version 4.0). The system is designed to operate in a physical machine (not a virtual machine)
with 64 bit Microsoft Windows 7 operating system installed.

Licensing
The installation package contains a license file defining the software features available to the user.
SimSAFE™ can be executed only after activation using the correct activation code (which is uniquely tied
to the hosting computer).

SimSAFE™ currently supports a property licensing scheme based on hardware ID of the
computer where the software is installed.

General constraints
SimSAFE™ requires a personal computer with good performance (e.g. 2.26GHz P8400 Dual
Core CPU or higher, 4 GB RAM and 20 GB of free space in the hard drive). A dedicated
machine is not required but it must be ensured that no resource consuming applications (e.g.
Antivirus or drive scan) are executing while SimSAFE™ is running a simulation. Note that
customers purchasing SimSAFE™ – Live, SimSAFE™ Dual Box or SimSAFE™ – Simulated
will be supplied with a suitable machine.

Supported Software
SimSAFE™ is designed to operate with:
•

•

SimGEN software v6.01

Windows 7 (64-bit) with Microsoft .NET framework 4.0

Supported Hardware
SimSAFE™ is designed to operate with:
•
•
•
•
•

GSS7000, GSS6700, GSS9000 Multi-GNSS constellation simulator
Septentrio PolaRx4 PRO
Septentrio PolaRx5
Generic NMEA receiver
Can use NTP client or 1PPS device for time synchronisation when using Live Sky
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Performance Specification
Accuracy - Signal Generation
The accuracy/performance limits in the generation and control of the simulated signal are defined by the
Multi-GNSS constellation simulator capabilities. See reference Error! Reference source not found. for
more details.
SimSAFE™ allows user inputs in the range of values to the resolutions defined in Table 5 below.
Table 5 - Specified range and resolution in the signal generation
Parameter
Satellite signal level
offset
Satellite signal level
ramp
Code and carrier
offsets
Code and carrier
offsets
ramp
Sinusoidal signal
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Range or resolution Value
0.01 dB resolution
+40 dB Max
-99 dB Min
0.1 s update rate
0.001 dB resolution
10 dB/s Max speed
0.0001 m resolution
± 3000 m Min/Max
0.1 s update rate
0.00001 m/s resolution
± 100 m/s Max speed
PWR level rate resolution 0.01 dB
PR level rate resolution 0.01 m/s
PWR offset ± 10 dB
PR offset ± 1000 m

Notes

Accuracy - Receiver measurements monitoring
Table 6 - Specified performance in the receiver measurements monitoring (GID)
Parameter
PR step detection
C/N0 step detection
Δ clock bias
Δ altitude
Δ position
Δ velocity (horizontal)
Δ velocity (vertical)
Navigation data
monitor

Value

Notes

0.1 m resolution
100 m Max
0.5 m Min
1 dB-Hz resolution
10 dB-Hz Max
1 dB-Hz Min
0.01 ns resolution
10000 ns Max
0.01 ns Min
0.0001 m Resolution
10000 m Max
0.0001 m Min
0.0001 m Resolution
10000 m Max
0.0001 m Min
0.01 m/s Resolution
1000 m/s Max
0.01 m/s Min
0.01 m/s Resolution
1000 m/s Max
0.01 m/s Min

Functionality available using 2
(Septentrio) SBF receivers

1 bit resolution

Functionality available using 2
(Septentrio) SBF receivers
Functionality available using 2
(Septentrio) SBF receivers
Functionality available using 2
(Septentrio) SBF receivers
Functionality available using 2
(Septentrio) SBF receivers

Signal Capability
Table 7 - Specified performance in signal generation
Parameter

Max channels

Value
GPS L1, L2, L5
Galileo E1
GLONASS L1
40

Max. multipath 1 signals per satellite

4

Constellations / Signals

Max spoofing 2
signals

Live

Simulated or
Dual Box
Max simulation duration

40
40 less any “authentic” signals

Notes

Multipath signals are created
using MP_SWITCH command (not
using embedded multipath)
Limit set by the number of
simulator channels installed or 40
whichever is least

24 hours

Spoofing represented by multipath signals can be added from SimSAFE and allow power and timing control. These are used
in SimSAFE™ - simulated when using a single simulator chassis with multipath to represent spoofers.
2 Spoofing represented by simulator channels such as when using SimSAFE™ - Live or when using two simulators.
1
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System Iteration Rate
Table 8 - SimSAFE™ functions iteration rate
Parameter

Value

GID iteration rate
Logging rate
GUI refresh rate
MOD command update rate
Supported SimGEN iteration
rate (SIR)

1 Hz
10 Hz
1 Hz
10 Hz

Definition

100 ms (10 Hz)

Live-Sky time alignment
Table 9 - SimSAFE™ Live time alignment specification
Parameter
Time alignment accuracy
(worst case)
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Value

Definition

100 nsec

Valid for PolaRx5 and
PolaRx4Pro.
The value provided in the table is
for the worst-case scenario.

Ordering Information
Deliverables
The following tables show the SimSAFE™ deliverables for each configuration and option.
•
•
•
•

The Simulated and Live configurations will have to be linked with a SimGEN controller and a Spirent
signal generator.
Each configuration can be ordered together with a Septentrio PolarRx 5 receiver to use as the receiver
under test.
Table 10 contains details of the 1PPS device synchronization option for SimSAFE™ Live.
If a Receiver Under Test is required for use with SimSAFE™, this option is also detailed in Table 12.

Table 10 - SimSAFE™ Live Deliverables
Equipment

Quantity

Comments

SimSAFE Controller

x1

Win7 32bit

SimSAFE software only

x1

Septentrio PolarRx 5 receiver

x1

Ethernet switch

x1

Ethernet cables

x3

N-Type male to SMA female adapter

x1

TNC male to SMA female adapter

x1

SMA Female-male DC block

x2

BNC male-BNC male cable

x4

SMA male-SMA male cable

x5

SMA RF combiner/splitter

x2

Five ports
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Table 11 - 1pps device synchronization Deliverables
Equipment

Quantity

u-blox EVK-6 evaluation kit

x1

SMA male-SMA male cable

x1

SMA Female-male DC block

x1

SMA RF 3-way splitter

x1

DB9 male/female cable

x1

RS232 to USB converter

x1

Comments

Table 12 - SimSAFE™ Simulated Deliverables
Equipment
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Quantity

SimSAFE Controller PC

x1

SimSAFE software only

x1

Ethernet switch

x1

Ethernet cables

x3

N-Type male to SMA female adapter

x1

SMA Female-male DC block

x1

BNC male-BNC male cable

x1

SMA male-SMA male cable

x1

Comments
Win7 32bit

Five ports

Table 13 - SimSAFE™ Receiver Under Test Deliverables
Equipment

Quantity

Septentrio PolarRx 5 PRO receiver

x1

TNC male to SMA female adapter

x1

Comments

Table 14 - SimSAFE™ Software only
Equipment

Quantity

SimSAFE application software

x1

SimSAFE license key

x1

SimSAFE Quick Startup Guide

x1

SimSAFE User Manual

x1

Comments

Support and Warranty
Septentrio PolarRX5 Receiver
•

Spirent provide a 4 years OEM warranty for the Septentrio Polar RX4 or RX5 Receivers

U-blox EVK-6 evaluation kit
•

Spirent provide a 1 years OEM warranty for the U-blox EVK-6 Evaluation kit

Dell laptop PC
•

Spirent provided a 3 years OEM warranty for the Dell laptop PC
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Referenced documents
For additional information please request any of the following documents which are referenced in this publication:
Table 14 Referenced Documents
Reference

Document No.

Title

Issue

[1]

MS3057

GSS8000 Datasheet Specification

Latest

[2]

DGP01321AAA

SimSAFE™ User Manual

Latest

[3]

DGP01322AAA

SimSAFE™ configuration guide

Latest

[4]

MS3055

GSS7765 Interference Simulation System

Latest

Related product publications
Table 15 Related product publications
Related product

Description

Document

Reference

GSS8000

GNSS Simulators

GSS8000 Series spec.

MS3057

SimGEN

GNSS Application
Software Suite

SimGEN specification

MS3008

User Manual

DGP00686AAA

SimSENSOR

MEMS sensor simulator

SimSENSOR
specification

MS3086

GSS7765

Interference solution

MS specification

MS3055
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